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EVENTS
01  SELECT TWO
02  GO ROOM
03  IGNORE
04  SELECT ONE
05  GO ROOM
06  TURN RIGHT
07  AWAKE
08  SELECT ONE
09  TURN LEFT
10  FORWARD
11  STOP
12  BACK
13  GO TOILET
14  SELECT TWO
15  GO TABLE
16  SELECT ONE
       AND TWO
17  GO HALL
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Speech Recognition

string[]:e.g. TURN LEFT

Component
Keyboard Input

string[]:e.g. TURN LEFT
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Context Selector (Optional)

SELECT ($COMPONENT [AND])*

RESET
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AWAKE

Component
POSITION_PLANNER_ONE

Mobile Robot Interface

Component
WIFI

Messages to persons

Component
X10

House Applicance Interface

Component
Command Context (Example)

TURN LEFT > POSITION_PLANNER_ONE

GO $PLACE > POSITION_PLANNER_ONE

CALL NURSE > WIFI

LIGHTS > X10

The layout of an ERF application with speech recognition, 
that interacts with multiple robots with a dynamic lexicon

Component
string[] to XML Converter

<strings><s>TURN</s><s>LEFT</s></strings>

The Context Selector is optional, it is useful mostly when there are more than one robot
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Interfacing with Multiple Robots using Environmental 
Awareness from a Multi-Modal HRI

On the figure on the left the estimation ego-

motion of  single camera was performed using 

features from two frames. To validate the results 

the triangulation of the feature points is also 

represented. 

ERF uses OpenGL and FLTK for visualization and 

OpenCV for most computer vision algorithms.

Using ERF, computer vision visualization can 

move from the 2D world to the real-world,  

merging with the other components provided by 

ERF.

3D Reconstruction

ERF provides visualizations and interactions for 

many of the sensors and algorithms provided by 

the Player/Stage software. The user can drive the 

robots around, visualizing the world as they do.

The number of supported sensors, robots and 

algorithms are supported is more than 20.

Interface simultaneously with many 
sensors and actuators

What is the robot perceiving ? Answering this 

question is the main motivation for developing 

ERF.

On the figure on the left, using a laser sensor, 

the robot perceives a person walking and also 

building structures  such as benches, columns 

and walls.

Integrating knownledge with 
sensing to achieve perception

ERF is not only for robotics

Ever had the feeling of deja-vu  when 

programming applications? ERF is plugin based in 

order to reduce code redundancy. Just find a 

plugin that does what you need or derive a new 

one from the provided ones. Plugins are very task 

specific and can communicate data and methods 

between them.  The main classes of ERF are 

general purpose visualization and interaction and 

can be used in sciences other  than robotics.

The Experimental Robotics Framework (ERF)

ERF explores the modular software Framework paradigm to join together under the same 

interface components/plugins from different domains of knownledge.

The above mindmap specifies the classes available in ERF for developing inter-domain 

experiments,  the Player Viewer 3D group that allows interfacing with all the robotics 

components provided by the Player / Stage / Gazebo remote robotics sensor software.

 The following experiments were all done using ERF and can all be joined together just by 

specifying in a configuration file the application that  we want to compose.

Interact with robots by giving them waypoints, 

speeds, or custom commands. Each sensor can 

display in a separate window, and the window 

only refreshes when there is new data, in order 

to save CPU cycles.

Interact with Multiple Robots, in 
multiple windows

ERF is not limited to GUI interacting, it is possible 

to use other inputs like voice or text to augment 

the interaction possibilities with the robots or any 

ERF plugin.

Multi-Modal interaction

Environment Awareness is the mechanism used 

by the robots to perceive changes in its 

environment. This is achieved by deploying 

dedicated plugins that monitor world events such 

as people appearing on the output of a 

perception component, or the robot entering a 

special area.

When an event occurs  the component in charge 

of handling that kind of event is launched. In the 

case of the experiment on the right, the robot 

was monitoring if it was inside a zone with a 

“room” tag. When the robot  enters that “room” 

zone, the zone is augmented by other zones: the 

“table” and “bed” zones. This will allow the robot 

speech recognition component to recognize the 

“table” and “bed” words and drive the robot 

there. When the robot leaves the “room”,  the 

zone creator component unloads the “bed” and 

“table” zones from the environment.

The environmental knownledge is shared 

between all the robots, so that they can 

cooperate on tasks.

Environment Awareness

Normally interfacing with robots is limited to 

velocities and path planning commands. ERF 

introduces a dynamic lexicon that can be 

modified online by plugins so that the system 

adapts to dynamic environments.

Dynamic Interfacing Lexicon

*This work has been partialy funded by the project : “MTDTS04: Multitarget detection and tracking in semistructured outdoor environment using a laserscanner and vision”

ERF is giving its first steps on Graphics 

Processing Unit (GPU) accelerated computer 

vision. One example is 2D filtering, that is 

processed much faster on the GPU than on 

regular CPU.

Computer Vision using the GPU
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